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Abstrat. The stohasti dierential equation x˙(t) = ax(t) + bx(t − τ) + c x(t) ξ(t)
with a time-delayed feedbak and a multipliative Gaussian noise is shown to be related
to Kardar-Parisi-Zhang universality lass of growing surfaes.
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1. Introdution
Dierential equations with a time-delayed feedbak have attrated a lot of attention in
various elds in reent years [17℄. Due to their non-Markovian dynamis suh equations
exhibit very interesting phenomena. However, our understanding of their mathematial
properties is still at the beginning [8,9℄. This applies not only to deterministi systems
whih are more frequently studied but also to stohasti dierential equations with a
time-delayed feedbak.
Most of the dierential equations with a time-delayed feedbak that have been
disussed so far may be written in the form
x˙(t) = F [x(t)] +G[x(t− τ)] , (1)
where F andG are ertain funtions. Here the quantity x(t)may be understood as a one-
dimensional stream of data that evolves aording to a non-loal dynamis. However,
sliing the time line into equidistant intervals of width τ and arranging these segments
line by line in a two-dimensional plane, the time-delayed feedbak beomes loal as it
onnets points of two neighboring intervals at the same relative position. Combined
with an appropriate ontinuum limit this means that a one-dimensional system with a
time-delayed dynamis an be mapped onto a 1+1-dimensional system on a strip with
loal dynamis. This orrespondene works also for stohasti systems, where F or G
involve random variables.
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Figure 1. Mapping a one-dimensional time series with a onstant time-delayed
feedbak onto a 1+1-dimensional strip. The time line is slied into equal
intervals of width τ whih are arranged line by line on a strip with spiral-like
boundary onditions. As an be seen, the non-loal feedbak (as examplied
by the red arrow) turns into a loal interation between neighboring segments.
The purpose of this work is to show that this mapping an be used to relate
ertain one-dimensional time-delayed stohasti dierential equations to well-known
1+1-dimensional stohasti models with loal dynamis and thereby predit their
statistial properties. As an example we study the stohasti dierential equation
x˙(t) = a x(t) + b x(t− τ) + c x(t) ξ(t) , (2)
where x(t) ∈ R is the one-dimensional time series, a, b and c are real-valued parameters,
τ > 0 is the temporal delay and ξ(t) denotes a Gaussian white noise with the orrelation
〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = δ(t− t′) . (3)
Reently this equation was studied numerially by Brettshneider [10℄, who observed
extremely strong utuations of x(t). By relating this system to a 1+1-dimensional
stohasti dierential equation we will show that these utuations an be desribed in
terms of the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) universality lass [11℄.
Sine ξ(t) is multiplied by the eld x(t), the noise in Eq. (2) is said to be
multipliative. As in any system with multipliative noise the iteration sheme has
to be speied. Throughout this paper we shall assume that Eq. (2) is iterated in the
It sense.
Before starting we note that the stohasti dierential equation (2) has the following
symmetry properties:
(a) The equation is linear and invariant under translations in time.
(b) A hange of the time sale t→ λt resales the parameters by
a→ λa , b→ λb , c→
√
λ c , τ → λτ (4)
() Sine the noise is statistially symmetri under reetions, the equation is invariant
under a hange of sign c→ −c.
(d) Under the transformation x(t)→ eµtx(t) the parameters hange as
a→ a− µ , b→ b e−µτ (5)
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In what follows we use the invarianes (b) and () to set c = 1 without loss of generality.
Moreover, the property (d) an be used to x the parameter a. However, for the sake
of larity we keep a as a free parameter throughout the alulations.
Sine the stohasti dierential equation invokes a temporally delayed feedbak τ ,
the initial state of the evolution is speied by the whole history of x(t) in a nite
temporal interval of width τ , for example t ∈ [0, τ). For simpliity we shall assume that
x(t) = 1 on this interval. The question posed here is how x(t) is distributed for large t.
Unless stated otherwise we assume that the parameter b is non-negative. This
ensures that x(t) with a positive initial ondition annot hange sign. To see this onsider
the transformation x(t) = ey(t) whih leads to the stohasti dierential equation
y˙(t) = a + b ey(t−τ)−y(t) + ξ(t) with a non-multipliative noise and the initial ondition
y(t) = 0 for 0 ≤ t < τ . Obviously, for b ≥ 0 this dierential equation annot evolve
towards y(t) = −∞ within nite time, hene x(t) is positive for all t.
The paper is organized as follows. In Set. 2 the stohasti dierential equation (2)
is disretized and integrated numerially. In Set. 3 we show how the one-dimensional
iteration with non-loal delay an be mapped onto a two-dimensional system with a
loal update rule. Carrying out the ontinuum limit this update rule turns out to be
equivalent to a KPZ equation. Finally in Set. 4 we ompare the theoretial predition
with the numerial results. We nish the paper with some onlusions.
2. Numerial analysis
To study Eq. (2) numerially we disretize the time variable t = nh in steps of h. Then
(using the It sheme) the disretized version of Eq. (2) reads
xn = (1 + ah)xn−1 + bh xn−k +
√
h xn−1zn−1 (6)
where k = τ/h is the disretized delay. The zn's are independent Gaussian random
numbers with variane 1 whih may be generated by a Box-Müller transformation [12℄.
Sine a Gaussian distribution is unbound it an happen that the random number zn−1
takes on a very large negative value so that xn+1 beomes negative. This overshooting to
negative values is a numerial artifat aused by the disretization sine in the ontiuum
limit x(t) is always positive as long as b ≥ 0. There are several ways to deal with this
problem:
(a) The time inrement h may be dereased until the probability for overshooting to
negative values is pratially zero. However, this method is often ineient and
unsafe.
(b) Another possiblity is to disard all those updates that would produe negative
values. This method is safe but it introdues systemati numerial errors in form
of an eetive bias towards larger amplitudes of xn.
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Figure 2. Distribution of yn = log(xn) of the time series xn with delay k = 100
after n = 105 updates for c = 1 and a = 1/2. For b = 0 one obtains a
Gaussian distribution entered at the origin. For b = 1, however, the enter of
the distribution moves to the right as time proeeds. Moreover, the distribution
is no longer Gaussian, instead it beomes skew.
() The most aurate method is a semi-analytial approah suggested by Dorni et al.
in Ref. [13℄.
For the purpose of the present work, where we are primarily interested in qualitative
results, the seond method with a suitable small time inrement h is suiently aurate.
The iteration starts with the initial ondition x0 = x1 = . . . = xk−1 = 1. Using the
step size h = 10−2 and iterating up to n = 105 steps we monitor the distribution of xn.
As observed in Ref. [10℄, the xn are positive and utuate strongly over several orders
of magnitude. Sine the utuations are aused by the multipliative harater of the
evolution equation, it is reasonable to investigate the distribution of the logarithm
yn = log(xn). (7)
The distributions for c = 1 and a = 1/2 are shown in Fig. 2. For b = 0 the values of yn
in an ensemble of independent runs are distributed aording to a Gaussian. Beause
of the speial hoie a = 1/2 in the It sheme the distribution is entered at the origin.
As expeted, the distribution beomes broader as time proeeds. For b > 0, however,
the situation is very dierent. On the one hand the distribution has a smaller width
and moves to the right as time proeeds. On the other hand it is no longer Gaussian,
instead it beomes skew (see Fig. 2). As we will see below, this skewness is one of the
hallmarks of dynamial saling in the KPZ universality lass.
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3. Relation to the KPZ equation
Let us now demonstrate how the stohasti dierential equation (2) is related to the
KPZ equation. We start out with the disretized equation (6) with parameters a, b
and h:
xn = (1 + ah)xn−1 + bh xn−k +
√
h xn−1zn−1 (8)
Consider the mapping N→ N⊗ {0, . . . k − 1} : n→ (i, j)
i = n div k , (9)
j = n mod k ,
where `div' and `mod' denote integer division and modulus. As explained in the
Introdution, this mapping slies the time series into equidistant bloks of size k.
The bloks are indexed by i while the index j enodes the position within eah blok.
This transformation maps the one-dimensional time series with non-loal (time-delayed)
updates onto a 1+1-dimensional model with loal (nearest-neighbor) updates of the
form [14℄
xi,j = (1 + ah)xi,j−1 + bh xi−1,j +
√
h xi,j−1zi,j−1 , (10)
where the indies i and j may be interpreted as `time' and `spae'. Note that the
boundary onditions dier from periodi ones in so far as they involve a shift in the
index i:
xi,−1 ≡ xi−1,k−1 xi,k ≡ xi+1,0 (11)
Carrying out the ontinuum limit and performing a suitable Galilei transformation (see
Appendix) the bulk equation (10) an be written in terms of dierential operators as
∇sx(s, r) = (1 + a
b
)x(s, r)− 1
2ab
∇2rx(s, r) (12)
+
1
b
[
1 +
1
a
∇r + 1
2a2
∇2r
]
(x(s, r)ξ(s, r)) ,
where s and r are temporal and spatial oordinates respetively. Apart from the higher-
order derivatives in the last term this equation has the same struture as the Langevin
equation for 1+1-dimensional systems with multipliative noise [15,16℄ whih is known
to exhibit dynamial saling. This means that the equation is invariant under the saling
transformation
r → Λr , s→ Λzs (13)
with a ertain dynamial exponent z > 1. Simple power ounting of the leading
ontributions reveals that z = 2 above the upper ritial dimension dc = 2. Moreover,
the higher-order derivatives in the last term of Eq. (12) turn out to be irrelevant in the
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saling limit and may be disarded. It has widely believed that this applies also to the
1+1-dimensional ase. The remaining equation reads
∇sx(s, r) = (1 + a
b
)x(s, r)− 1
2ab
∇2rx(s, r) +
1
b
x(s, r)ξ(s, r) . (14)
With a Hopf-Cole transformation x(s, r) = exp(y(s, r)) this equation turns into the
stohasti dierential equation
∇sy(s, r) = 1+
(
a
b
− 1
2b
)
− 1
2ab
[
∇2ry(s, r)+(∇ry(s, r))2]+
1
b
ξ(s, r)(15)
with a non-multipliative noise. Here the additional term − 1
2b
is due to the It sheme
under the transformation. This equation is known as the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ)
equation for non-linear surfae growth [11℄, where y(s, r) denotes the height of a growing
interfae at position r at time s. Sine s
simeqt/τ the mapping to the KPZ equation allows us to make the following preditions:
• The width of a roughening KPZ interfae is known to grow as s1/3, hene the
variane of y(t) = log x(t) in the original problem should grow as σ2(t) ∼ t2/3.
• In the 1+1-dimensional formulation nite-size eets are expeted to our when
the spatial orrelation length ξ⊥ ∼ s1/z beomes omparable with the width of the
strip τ , where z = 3/2 is the dynamial exponent of the KPZ universality lass in
1+1 dimensions. Therefore, nite-size eets are expeted to set in when t ∼ τ 5/2.
• The (resaled) distribution of y(t) in the range τ ≪ t≪ τ 5/2 is no longer given by
a Gaussian, instead the distribution beomes skew.
The ritial exponents as well as the resaled distribution are universal quantities, i.e.,
they are fully determined by the underlying eld theory of the KPZ lass. In a reent
breakthrough, Prähofer and Spohn were able to ompute the resaled height distribution
analytially [1720℄.
4. Numerial validation
In order to verify these preditions, we iterated the disretized version of the original
stohasti dierential equation numerially. Throughout all simulations we used the
hoie b = c = 1. In order to avoid oating-point overows the parameter a was adjusted
at the beginning of eah simulation by an iterative proedure suh that y(t) = log x(t)
does not grow on average. We produed three data sets for step sizes h = 0.02, 0.01, and
0.005. On the time sales of interest these data sets oinide within statistial errors,
meaning that deviations due to the disretization an be negleted.
The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the variane σ2(t) = 〈(y(t)− 〈y(t)〉)2〉 as a funtion
of t for two dierent delays τ = 25 and τ = 100. As expeted, the variane grows faster
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Figure 3. Variane of y(t) = log(x(t)) in an ensemble of independent iterations
for b = c = 1 and two dierent values of the delay τ (see text). The dashed line
indiates the slope 2/3.
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Figure 4. Left: Skewness of the probability distribution of y(t) as a funtion of
time for b = c = 1 and τ = 100. The theoretial predition for KPZ roughening
is marked as a dashed line. Right: Form of the distribution at time t = 30000
for the same parameters ompared to a high-preision prole of a KPZ growth
proess. To demonstrate the skewness we tted a Gaussian (dashed line) in the
enter.
for small τ . The right panel shows the same data in a double-logarithmi representation
as a funtion of the quotient s ≃ t/τ . For small t/τ the two urves ollapse and one
an learly see the blok struture in form of a stairase. The urve for the large
delay τ = 100 displays a lean power law with the slope 0.665(5), onrming the KPZ
roughening-exponent 2β = 2α/z = 2/3 in 1+1 dimensions. The urve for the smaller
delay τ = 25 begins to deviate from this power law at t/τ ≈ 100. These deviations are
aused by nite-size eets and are expeted to set in at a time sale t ∼ τ 5/2.
In order to substantiate these ndings even further, we monitored the skewness
S(t) =
µ3(t)
σ(t)3
=
〈(y(t)− 〈y(t)〉)3〉
〈(y(t)− 〈y(t)〉)2〉3/2 (16)
as a funtion of time, using the parameters b = c = 1 and τ = 100. A Gaussian
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distribution would yield the value S = 0 while a KPZ prole is haraterized by a non-
zero value. In more reent simulations [21℄ this value was estimated by SKPZ = 0.28(4)
while Prähofer and Spohn nd the analytial result [1720℄
SKPZ ≈ 0.2935. (17)
As shown in the left panel of Fig. 4, the skewness of the distribution quikly saturates at
a onstant whih is ompatible with the theoretial predition (dashed line). The right
panel shows the atual form of the distribution at time t = 30000 in omparison with a
(resaled) high-preision prole from a simulation of the so-alled single-step model [22℄
whih is known to belong to the KPZ universality lass. As an be seen, both urves
oinide perfetly and deviate signiantly from a Gaussian (shown as a dashed line).
To summarize, there is strong numerial evidene that y(t) = log(x(t)) is indeed
distributed in the same way as the heights of a roughening KPZ interfae, supporting
the analytial derivation in Set. 3.
5. Conlusions
In this paper we have shown how a one-dimensional system with time-delayed dynamis
governed by Eq. (2) an be mapped onto a 1+1 dimensional stohasti model with
loal dynamis in the KPZ universality lass. Our analytial results are validated by
numerial simulations. The example disussed here involves two delays. One of them
is loal and arises from the disretization of the time derivative, while the other one is
nonloal. One interesting question is whether the sheme here presented an be extended
to more general systems where both delays are nonloal
x(t) = a x(t− τ1) + b x(t− τ2) + c x(t) ξ(t) . (18)
Some reent results show that for suh stohasti dynamial rules it is always possible
to nd an equivalent 1+1 dimensional system with loal interations but time-delayed
boundary onditions, the only ondition being that the disretized ounterparts of τ1
and τ2 be oprime (two numbers are oprime if they have no ommon divisor other than
1). Hene we onjeture that the KPZ universality lass of growing interfaes should
enompass a muh broader lass of systems whose dynamis is time-delayed. Work in
this diretion is urrently under progress [14℄.
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Appendix A. Continuum limit
In this appendix we show how the ontinuum limit is arried out. Starting point is the
1+1-dimensional disretized equation
xi,j = (1 + ah)xi,j−1 + bh xi−1,j +
√
h xi,j−1zi,j−1 . (A.1)
To perform the ontinuum limit we introdue ontinuous oordinates s, r by
s = hs i , r = hr j (A.2)
with step sizes hs and hr to be determined later. The disretized eld and the noise are
approximated by smooth funtions
xi,j −→ x(s, r) ; zi,j −→
√
hshr ξ(s, r) , (A.3)
where ξ(r, s) is a Gaussian white noise with the orrelations
〈ξ(r, s)ξ(r′, s′)〉 = δ(r − r′)δ(s− s′) . (A.4)
With this notation the equation above takes the form
x(s, r) = (1 + ah) x(s, r − hr) + bh x(s− hs, r) (A.5)
+
√
hhrhs x(s, r − hr)ξ(s, r − hr) ,
This equation may be written equivalently as
x(s, r) = (1 + ah)e−hr∇rx(s, r) + bh e−hs∇sx(s, r) (A.6)
+
√
hhrhs e
−hr∇r [x(s, r)ξ(s, r)] .
In order to ompensate for a possible drift we apply a Galilei transformation
r → r + vs , ∇s → ∇s − v∇r . (A.7)
With this transformation the equation beomes
e−hsv∇rx(s, r) = (1 + ah)e−(hr+vhs)∇rx(s, r) + bh e−hs∇sx(s, r) (A.8)
+
√
hhrhs e
−(hr+vhs)∇r [x(s, r)ξ(s, r)] . (A.9)
Expanding to rst order in s and to seond order in r we obtain
bhhs∇sx(s, r) = (A.10)
h(a + b)x(s, r)−
[
(1 + ah)hr + ahhsv
]
∇rx(s, r)
+
1
2
[
(1 + ah)(h2r + 2hrhsv) + ahh
2
sv
2
]
∇2rx(s, r)
+
√
hhrhs
(
1− (hr + vhs)∇r + 1
2
(hr + vhs)
2∇2r
)
[x(s, r)ξ(s, r)] .
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Now we adjust the veloity v in suh a way that the drift (the seond term on the rhs)
vanishes. This an be done by setting
v = −hr
hs
(1 + ah
ah
)
, (A.11)
leading to the equation
bhhs∇sx(s, r) = h(a+ b)x(s, r)− (1 + ah)h
2
r
2ah
∇2rx(s, r) (A.12)
+
√
hhrhs
[
1 +
hr
ah
∇r + 1
2
(
hr
ah
)2
∇2r
]
(x(sr)ξ(s, r))
In the limit hr = h→ 0 and taking hs = 1 one nally obtains
∇sx(s, r) = (1 + a
b
)x(s, r)− 1
2ab
∇2rx(s, r) (A.13)
+
1
b
[
1 +
1
a
∇r + 1
2a2
∇2r
]
(x(s, r)ξ(s, r))
whih is understood to be iterated in the It sense.
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